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Part I

Introduction
At the first meeting of a class I recently taught on western American literature, I asked my students to come to the next session prepared to share one interesting fact, impression, or idea that they could find out about the American West, something they did not already know. I did not specify a particular research method or source, and I left the definition of "American West" entirely up to them. Having learned through our initial conversations that very few of the students in this class could claim any real familiarity with the region other than the vague sense that "west" meant a direction on a map that indicated a region of the nation other than their own, my goal was simply to see what a group of students from the upper Midwest would come up with, to gauge their first impressions or, at the very least, learn the dominant clichés and assumptions with which they may have come into the class. Not surprisingly, the overwhelmingly favorite research method for this assignment was the online search engine. What was slightly surprising, however, at least to me, was the fact that not a single student brought in a piece of information about any time period other than the mid- to late nineteenth century. We heard about famous gunfighters, about notorious frontier cattle towns, even about some women of ill repute with hearts of gold. To be sure, not all of the mini-reports presented genre clichés – there were reports on the city of Seattle’s rebuilding after an 1889 fire and about travelers’ experiences on the overland trail, mostly from the California Gold Rush and afterward. A few students brought in information about such conflicts as the Modoc War and Custer’s defeat at Little Bighorn, while one student presented information about the establishment of Yellowstone National Park. In short, what my students found when they went looking for the American West was by and large the late nineteenth-century West of popular culture and national mythology.
Although it would be easy to attribute the outcome of this admittedly brief, impression-based assignment to my students’ rather limited understanding of the American West, the ostensible root causes are in fact much more complex. If the kinds of information that predominate in the results of a Google search are any indicator, then my students are not alone when, as a phrase, the “American West” evokes for them a preponderance of images, ideas, and historical artifacts from the post-Civil War, pre-twentieth-century period, the so-called “Old West.” Which is to say, the typical results of a typical search-engine query actually reinforce, by virtue of their higher ranking through popularity, the kinds of ideas and impressions one might be seeking to move beyond. Of course, one must almost certainly first have a sense that there is a potential “beyond” to move toward when it comes to locating a powerful mythos within a larger framework of cultural production and history. This very well could mean that many of my students, upon finding the “Old West,” were confident that they had found the West as it is more broadly understood. Such an assumption would not be entirely wrong, but as residents, artists, and scholars of the West have long recognized, it does not even come close to being entirely correct either; the West of myth is merely one extraordinarily powerful, overdetermined facet of a much more complex and, hence, much more interesting array of regionally specific cultural productions. My students had certainly heard about issues related to immigration along the borders of the Southwest, and they knew quite a lot about the popular music scenes in Los Angeles and Seattle. But in their minds, these phenomena were not part of something called “the American West,” at least not at the start of our class. Bridging these different aspects of the geographically western portions of the United States thus posed both a problem and an opportunity, the very same challenges faced by a Companion such as this one.

On the one hand, as noted above the American West is a place. Its outlines are roughly demarcated in the east by the line of aridity indicated by the 98th meridian and in the west by the Pacific Ocean, while its northern and southern reaches are defined by the nation’s borders with Canada and Mexico. Of course, the exact outer boundaries of this place have long been debated and contested, so much so that the American West is often rightly described as a dynamic region of ever-shifting demographic, geographic, and cultural indicators. It is, nevertheless, a place most people would say they recognize when they look at a map of the United States: those portions generally found on the left side. On the other hand, the American West is also an extremely powerful idea, one that has evolved over several centuries in the imaginations of countless people both in the US and abroad, an idea (re)produced in books, movies, paintings, and the like. It is an idea that shimmers with abstractions such as frontier, opportunity, honor, individualism, and justice, and it is often (but not always, to be sure) recognized by visual cues such as the cowboy hat, the horse, vast stretches of open rangeland rimmed by snowy peaks or desert mesas, and the handgun. It is an idea very much alive in a bumper sticker, widely popular in recent years, that asks, “Where Are You Now, John Wayne? America Needs You.” This plaintive appeal for redemptive heroism (or perhaps retributive vigilantism) hardly
concerns itself with anything even remotely specific to a regional geography; it is the idea that matters.

Of course, in the interaction of place and idea there are many more numbers than two, many more encounters and experiences than can be catalogued in a binary opposition between one region and one idea. In the matter of migration and settlement, for example, the American West has, to be sure, most commonly been imagined as a promised land for westward-moving pioneers. “Westward the course of Empire takes it way” declared Ireland’s Bishop Berkeley in a 1726 poem entitled “Verses on the Prospect of Planting Arts and Learning in America,” a sentiment that inspired more than a few generations of mostly Anglo-Europeans in their pursuit of conquest or, as some have put it, of new places to live and work. One admiring group in 1866 even named the town for a new university in California after the bishop. However, equally compelling are the patterns of movement prompted by the idea of Gold Mountain, the legendary icon that drew travelers from China to the shores of California and British Columbia and propelled them not westward but eastward across the continent. So too have immigrants from Japan and other parts of Asia crossed the Pacific Ocean in a movement that is distinctly anti-Hesperian in its orientation. Just as significantly, the promise of El Norte has for several centuries drawn people on a northbound trajectory, starting with the Spanish conquistadors who ranged from Mexico as far as central Kansas in search of Quivira. While such golden legends were never realized, the hope for greater economic certainty was and remains to this day an important motivation, though certainly not the only one, for people seeking to move northward into the so-called West. And when we also consider, as we should, the settlement patterns of Native Americans, for whom movement was not and is not a matter of immigration so much as fundamentally one of maintaining a rich tradition of local habitation, rural or otherwise, we might just begin to appreciate the full complexity of the patterns of exchange and cultural contact that have flowed across the continent, often along border-defying lines.

One particularly noteworthy demographic feature of the American West is the pace at which people moving from all directions – north, south, east, and west alike – are converging in the region’s urban centers. In 1990, US Census data demonstrated that 86 percent of the West’s population could be found in an urbanized environment, in contrast to only 75 percent of the population east of the Mississippi River (Riebsame et al. 1997: 55). Since then, this trend has only increased (see Abbott 2008), with demographic shifts and cultural crossings rapidly eliminating – or at least redefining – borders on all sides. This pattern contrasts sharply with the popular impression of the American West as a largely rural space populated by ranchers, cowboys, and the occasional outdoorsman. To be sure, vast stretches of land do remain sparsely populated in the extreme, giving the overall region a population density that is still lower than, for example, that of the Northeast. But the growth of western urban culture betokens a multiplicity that is not easily understood, or explained away, by a critical or historical focus on a single direction of travel or a single idea about a place. As the population of the American West continues to shift and diversify in not only urban
but also suburban and rural settings, the region’s cultural productions will no doubt continue to evolve such bold, new, and engaging forms as those that range from cowboy poetry to surf punk music to Chicano vampire fiction.

Sometimes the artists working with these evolving forms seek to engage ideas about the West as much as they strive to communicate something about themselves and the communities that sustain them, and sometimes they do not. That is, many producers of culture living in the West experience the tensions posed by the many variations of the idea of the West quite keenly. In such cases, one is never simply from the West or writing simply about “the West”; one is always working around popular ideas encountered both within and beyond the region. However, often enough the question of such ideas being a factor in a particular element of the literature and culture of the American West is irrelevant. Simply put, just as the West’s patterns of migration give the lie to binary assumptions about what is and is not “western,” so too does the work of many artists and writers argue for there being more numbers than two when adding up histories, genres, and forms. Is the Brooklyn-born son of Russian Jewish immigrants who while living in Oregon writes a fable about a baseball team called the New York Knights a western author? Is his novel? What about the poems rendered in Chinese characters on the walls of an immigration detention center in the middle of San Francisco Bay? Or how might one assess the western aspects of things like Seattle’s grunge sound, or gangsta rap and hair metal from Los Angeles, or narco corridos from the borderlands? Judging by the kinds of assessments offered by recent scholarship and which are very much evident throughout this Companion, these things certainly are western American, even if they do little, if anything, to address the familiar mythos of the dominant narrative. Recent studies in the field have focused on such topics as women writers in the new urban West, the questions and problems associated with claims to authenticity that are both literary and identity-based, nature writing’s relationship to ideologies of the real, the landscapes of waste created by the military-industrial complex, and the longstanding multicultural and multi-ethnic character of the West’s diverse populations. And while a certain disciplinary contradiction has resulted from an academic and political call for recognizing distinctive, uniquely regional voices in the midst of theoretical and equally political claims about the inadequacy or undesirability of such, the essays found in this Companion should provide for the possibility of extending inquiry into just about every direction that might suggest itself when looking at the American West.

To that end, the essays in this book are arranged into three distinct but overlapping sections. The chapters in the first section that follows this introduction describe and interpret the American West chiefly through an orientation that is historical. Whether concerned with a strictly literary history or with narratives that are more broadly cultural, the chapters in “Regions and Histories” focus on the production of specific centers of expression that have been variously based on geography, on identity, and on a combination of the two. Topics in this section include early exploration narratives; the role of periodical publication in the fostering of a culture of literacy; and the mostly textual productions that characterize a number of generally recognized
regions such as the Southwest, Alaska, Montana, and the Great Plains, as well as the
texts emblematic of and/or often used to understand the West’s various population,
demographic, and ethnic groups. It is in this section that the desire to honor distinc-
tive voices, to recognize the collective communities around which artists and critics
alike tend to group people, is perhaps most prevalent, even as the concluding chapters
on class, postcolonial perspectives, and suburban spaces begin to break down those
lines.

Although it is also focused on identifying and analyzing specific histories of expres-
sion, the next section, “Varieties and Forms,” attempts to look more specifically at
how a wide array of genres have proven useful in imagining the West. The creators
and purveyors of some of the West’s most widely known iconography in both painting
and literary realism are examined, as are the popular poetry and folk songs that are
all too often overlooked in academic work. The accomplishments of autobiography
and of domestically themed writing are also analyzed, as are the forms and genres
perhaps most frequently invoked in understanding how the western US became the
American West: environmentally sensitive literature and criticism, film, and, when
considering the urban West, detective fiction. If the goal of the previous set of chapters
can be thought of as providing analyses of what has been said of and in the West and
where it has been said, then this next section is more intent on the ways of seeing,
imaging, and (re)producing the West that have proven historically and culturally
significant.

The final section offers even closer interpretations of specific histories, genres, and
texts that highlight, with more sustained readings, a number of the persistent ques-
tions about the evolving nature of western American identity, movement, representa-
tion, performance, and iconography. Topics in this “Issues, Themes, Case Studies”
section include the cross-marketing of The Lone Ranger radio programs; the annual
performance of the Ramona pageant in California; Buffalo Bill’s Wild West; the iden-
tification of place; and efforts to represent and understand such recent western phe-
nomena as the growth of a nuclear weapons industry and the perduring prominence
of Las Vegas.

Taken as a whole, the chapters in this Companion pose important questions about
what counts as a valuable or useful text; how such texts contribute to the articulation
of regional, communal, and individual identity; and what the social, cultural, or
historical ramifications are for imagining the West, one’s self, and oneself in the West
in certain ways. Placing their various answers into dialogue with each other, the
chapters that follow suggest ways of historicizing and theorizing cultural work both
within historically determined or accepted divisions and across them. Ultimately, the
chapters in each of these three sections do resist easy categorization, the arrangement
into discrete sections being perhaps just another attempt to corral an inherent bor-
derlessness. Yet, whether interested in a historical approach, a genre-based approach,
or a case-study approach, each of the chapters that follow conveys something of the
vital nature of the American West. In so doing, they each in their own ways reaffirm
the value of regional studies in an age of globalization and trans-hemispheric studies.
For all the theorizing about the breakdown of borders and regional distinctions – and such work is quite valid and necessary, to be sure – we still find people living in and producing regionally distinctive cultures, erecting dividing lines, establishing ways of identifying equally through separation and combination. This process is as evident among those who would advocate a Virginian-like return to what they perceive as a once dominant Anglo-Saxon monoculture as it is among those who see endless hybridity and post-national, post-racial identities across the West. It thus falls to the study of regions to understand the products that arise in the interaction between places and ideas, bearing in mind that there will always be more than one or two of each in play.
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Part II

Regions and Histories
Introduction

The first Anglo-Americans who traveled to the West had certainly read Gulliver’s Travels and Robinson Crusoe; they had also likely read the narratives produced by Captain James Cook’s fellow sailors, Mungo Park’s memoirs of Africa, and the writings of Daniel Boone and John Filson. When they published their stories and observations of their experiences in the West, then, they wrote aware of the long-established generic conventions of travel writing and the longstanding abuse of the genre as a source of speculation, satire, and self-promotion. Even as their subject was new, the West – along with every other “Terra Nullius” on eighteenth-century maps – had already been imaginatively filled with exotic places, peoples, and adventures. As we turn to these texts, we might read as early nineteenth-century readers would have: from a skeptical but still curious vantage.

In fact, the first “American” narrative of western travel was Journey to the Unknown Parts of America in the Years 1786 & 1787 (1788) by “Alonso Decalves,” better known as John Trumbull of the famous New England literary family. At the other end period, the opening chapters of Edgar Allen Poe’s “Journal of Julius Rodman” (1840) foretell a thrilling narrative of Western adventure, prior to Poe’s abandoning of the hoax before its implied climax. Both Trumbull and Poe – neither of whom had been west – openly broached the space between “travelers and travel liars,” in the terms of Percy Adams. However, from the start, the subject was a point of contention. The botanist Thomas Nuttall, who traveled up the Arkansas River in 1819, acceded the linkage of his science and his style:
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To those who vaguely peruse the narratives of travelers for pastime or transitory amusement, the present volume is by no means addressed. It is no part of the author's ambition to study the gratification of so fastidious a taste as that, which but too generally governs the readers of the present day; a taste, which has no criterion but passing fashion, which spurns at every thing that possesses not the charm of novelty, and the luxury of embellishment. We live no longer in an age that tolerates the plain "unvarnished tale." (p. v)

Nuttall's admission of his anachronistic style can be extended to other data-based accounts, many written as official accounts of expeditions sponsored by the government. Nonetheless, such an approach to description relies upon an imported frame of reference; following the Bartrams in the eighteenth century, Nuttall's imposition of Latin names and Linnaean hierarchies informs his organization of western materials, bringing the region's raw materials into categories of knowledge established elsewhere.

Nuttall was correct in noting, however, that most readers preferred their tales varnished, and revised, ghost-written, and interpreted or "translated" western narratives soon became the order of the day. This can be seen in the publication of materials from Lewis and Clark's famous expedition. The captains' journals themselves were published only a century after their return, and are a compendium of encyclopedic data. However, well aware that the early nineteenth-century reader demanded greater narrative coherence, Thomas Jefferson arranged for Philadelphia men of letters Paul Allen and Nicholas Biddle to produce the authoritative account in 1814, largely to counter a number of less reliable texts by other members of the expedition. The literary exploration of the American West begins in the varnishing of these accounts, following the model of the development of British fiction a century sooner.

During the eighteenth century, travelers' narratives - a staple of European print culture from its origins - became one of the many non-fiction genres out of which developed British fiction. Authors such as Swift and Defoe relied upon their readers' familiarity with conventions they would borrow, reshape, corrupt, and, ultimately, transform into the modern novel. In the texts discussed below, then, those with the most deliberately literary qualities merit the most significant discussion. Straightforward accounts are invaluable for their documentary materials, but less so in terms of their role in the beginnings of a distinctly Western literature. It is in the transmutation of the facts of an exploring expedition, a trading venture, a personal adventure, or a military conflict into an interesting and compelling narrative - non-fictional or fictional - that the stirrings of a place-specific tradition of imaginative writing can be traced.

However, the process of moving from fact to narrative, especially with regard to western materials, was often shaped by forces antithetical to the development of western voices. In particular, the appropriation of western materials to serve less local eastern, or national, concerns represented an act of rhetorical colonization that stunted the development of an unfettered local literature. Like every site of conquest, colonization, and settlement, the West was compelled to subordinate its identity to
larger agendas of the Empire or Nation by means of careful patterns of misrepresen-
tation, exoticization, and trivialization which were imposed, patterns that discouraged
accurate self-exploration and self-expression. At the same time, of course, even the
most authentic of western voices that emerged displaced indigenous voices and often
narrated their erasure, elimination, and annihilation. The most distinctly western
voices, then, emerge from that tension between the pressure to blend the region into
larger, East-based national ambitions and the fact that conquest meant violating the
republic’s ideals.

As such, I focus on sets of texts that address these tensions as a vitalizing force in
the emergence of a distinctly western literary voice. Each section below places con-
ventional voices against lesser-known voices, ones whose contrarian nature compelled
their exclusion from the triumphalist narrative that dominated most twentieth-cen-
tury western cultural historiography and from the emergent canon of “western”
writing.” A triumphalist narrative is intrinsically East-based and westward-moving.
Hector St. John de Crevecoeur promised in 1782 that the East’s ambitions regarding
the West would complete “the great circle” of civilization’s westward progress, a
promise bookended, of course, by John O’Sullivan’s 1845 boast of the nation’s Manifest
Destiny: the West was primarily a place to end European and eastern stories, and only
secondarily a place with stories of its own.

Yet western literature begins in such romantic, eastern texts in that western sub-
jects and materials are cast before the reader’s imagination. But it also begins in stories
written in response to them, often in texts deliberately intertextual, narratives that
openly challenge convention. In the play between narrative and counter-narrative,
trends emerge that inform western writing even into the early twenty-first century.
Even before the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, even before Sutter’s Mill, the patterns
are in place that make western literature the site of never-ending debates concerning
conquest and race, gender and settlement, colonization and empire, and propaganda
and literary expression. For each of the following sections, dozens of texts exist
between and among those getting the closest scrutiny. In sum, I mean to suggest a
new reading strategy that should help readers coming to the literature of the American
West both to reread the texts they know and to discover those they have yet to
discover.

Part One. Explorers: Lewis and Clark’s Ghostwriters, and Edwin James

The actual journals of the captains – the day-to-day log of events, embellished incon-
sistently with commentary and information – were the source materials upon which
Biddle (and Allen to a far lesser extent) generated the 1814 narrative referred to by
virtually every other westward-travelling writer for the next fifty years. Nonetheless,
a number of texts from other explorers were published in their rather raw journal-
based condition: the journals of Zebulon Pike, Alexander Mackenzie, and David
Thompson are fact-based catalogues: distance traveled, animals eaten, subordinates disciplined, landmarks noted. More extensive entries usually describe interactions with Indians – especially those resisting or impeding their progress – wherein the authors engage a proto-ethnology. However, the authors rarely impose subjective commentary: more like Joseph Priestley in his account of Cook’s voyage, they strive for a model of Enlightenment-era empirical detachment.

Biddle’s “varnished” 1814 edition, ultimately, would be far more influential for later explorers and almost equally compelling to the historians celebrating the expedition’s bicentennial. Biddle’s extrapolations upon the captains’ logs might be seen in his comment concerning the French workers hired to work for the expedition in St. Charles, Missouri:

The inhabitants … unite all the careless gayety, and the amiable hospitality of the best times of France: yet, like most of the countrymen in America, they are but ill-qualified for the rude life of a frontier; not that they are without talent, for they possess much natural genius and vivacity; nor that they are destitute of enterprise, for their hunting excursions are long, laborious, and hazardous: but their exertions are all desultory; their industry is without system, and without perseverance. (I.38–9)

Yet, time and again, the Frenchmen rescue the expedition. More generally, two generations of travelers and traders in the West noted the ubiquity and, often, superiority of Frenchmen on both the Oregon and Santa Fe trails. Moreover, the wealth of St. Louis-based trading families such as the Choteaus and the Sublettes – noted in dozens of texts – speaks to the ability of the Catholic French to meet the standard of the implied Protestant work ethic against which the captains measured them.

However, Biddle’s goal is to clear the West of meaningful resistance to Anglo-American colonization and settlement. The fact that Frenchmen (and Alexander Mackenzie) had already been down the Columbia to the Pacific would have diminished the expedition’s meaning. But if, like the Indians, the French existed only as nomads, unsuited to the continent’s potential, they, like the Indians, become part of pre-history; and history could then begin with the expedition. Indians in the History are viewed as removable transients. A band of Pawnees strikes the chord:

Still further to the westward, are several tribes, who wander and hunt on the sources of the river Platte and thence to the Rock Mountains. These tribes, of which little is known than the names and population … they are the most warlike of western Indians; they never yield in battle; they never spare their enemies; and the retaliation of this barbarity has almost extinguished the nation. (I.73–4)

A self-extinguishing tribe absolves the Anglos from any implication in genocide: they are doing it themselves, emptying the land, preparing it for the coming of, first, the captains, and then the colonists. Even before that, they are only wanderers and hunters, never owning the land. The theme of the liminality of the Indians runs through the History, and their French kinsmen come to share their fate.